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Abstract 

Soil wettability is important for understanding a wide range of earth system processes, from 

agricultural productivity to debris flows and sediment fan formation. However, there is limited 

research considering how soil-water interactions, where the soil grains are naturally hydrophobic, 

might change in the presence of oil from natural hydrocarbon leakage, or oil spills. Here we show 

how Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS) apply to hydrophobic soils, by physical 

modelling of surfaces of different grain sizes and examining their interactions with water before 

and after impregnation with silicone oil. Using contact and sliding angle measurements and Laser 

Scanning Fluorescence Confocal Microscopy, we demonstrate that soil SLIPS can be created with 

thick oil layers and thin conformal oil layers on median grain sizes 231μm and 32μm respectively. 

Until now, SLIPS have only been observed in human-made materials and biological surfaces. The 

mechanisms reported here demonstrate that SLIPS can occur in natural granular materials; 

providing a new mechanism for water shedding in soil and sediment systems. Furthermore, the 

water shedding properties may be long-lasting as conformal oil layers are stabilised by capillary 

forces. These results have important implications for understanding soil physics and mechanics 

where oil is present in a soil, and for agricultural hydrophobicity on shallow slopes. 

Key Words: Earth processes, hydrophobicity, oil contamination, sediments, slippery liquid-

infused porous surfaces, soil systems, soil water repellency, superhydrophobicity
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Highlights: 

• We model oil contamination on a hydrophobic model soil as a mechanism for creating 

SLIPS. 

• Soil SLIPS have implications for water shedding, oil spill remediation, and Earth 

processes. 

• Our model soils exhibit extreme water-shedding illustrated by low water droplet sliding 

angles. 

• This is the first physical modelling observation of SLIPS arising from hydrophobic soil. 
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Introduction 

Wettability is a measure of a soil’s affinity for water. Water repellent, or hydrophobic soil, has a 

low affinity for water and low rates of infiltration, with resultant hydrological and 

geomorphological consequences (Jordán et al., 2013). Water repellent soils are prevalent across 

the world in different climates and environments, from the sub-tropics to the arctic (Dekker & 

Ritsema, 1994; Jordán et al., 2013). The negative consequences of water repellence are widely 

reported; one of the most observed is a reduction in soil productivity. This is widespread in 

southern and western Australia, which contains the world’s largest area of water repellent soils, 

with over 5 million hectares of agricultural land being affected (Blackwell, 2000). Water 

repellence leads to poor agricultural productivity due to the formation of preferential flow paths 

and finger flow, which affects the transport of water and solutes (van Ommen et al., 1988; 

Shakesby et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2018). In some circumstances, this can also lead to groundwater 

contamination through leaching of pesticides and other substances (Blackwell, 2000; Van Dam et 

al., 1990). Water repellence also influences surface processes as soils become more susceptible to 

both water and wind erosion (Cannon et al., 2001, 2008; Parise & Cannon, 2012). High water 

repellence can increase the occurrence of debris flow events, considered to be one of the most 

destructive consequences of soil water repellence with a known risk to human life (DiBiase & 

Lamb, 2020). However, reduction in water infiltration can also have beneficial consequences, by 

improving the structural and aggregate stability of affected soils (Bachmann et al., 2008; Hallett 

et al., 2001). For hydrophobic soil, this stability can also lead to reduced evaporation of water from 
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deep within the soil profile (Hallett, 2007), a similar process also increases carbon sequestration, 

through reduced biodegradation of organic matter, or increased aggregate stability (Bachmann et 

al., 2008; Piccolo et al., 1999; Spaccini et al., 2002).  

There are at least five pathways in which water repellence can be induced in soil environments. 

First, it can be created beneath particular types of plants (DeBano, 2000; Doerr et al., 2000, 2006, 

2007). This occurs where hydrophobic waxes and other organic substances create a coating on the 

soil grains through degradation of plant litter (Doerr et al., 1996). This is common in eucalyptus 

forests, where water repellence can develop rapidly after eucalyptus is planted on previously 

hydrophilic soil (Doerr et al., 1998). Second, the presence of hydrophobins (small amino acids 

found in filamentous fungi such as mycelia) (Wessels, 1996), can induce water repellence due to 

the inherent hydrophobicity of the hydrophobin proteins on the fungi surface (Chau et al., 2012; 

Linder, 2009). A similar process caused by bacteria extracellular polymeric substances has also 

been linked to soil water repellence with the creation of hydrophobic bacterial biofilms by certain 

species (Doerr et al., 2007; Schaumann et al., 2007). Third, wildfire events burning organic 

materials can cause volatilisation of waxes in the surface litter creating a hydrophobic coating on 

affected soil grains (DeBano, 2000; Doerr et al., 2000, 2006; McHale et al., 2007b). This process 

is commonly seen in the western U.S.A and can result in increased runoff and erosion (Woods et 

al., 2007). The fourth mechanism is the disposal of wastewater into the environment.  This occurs 

through irrigation of soils using greywater, containing oil, grease and other hydrophobic 

compounds; a practice which is increasing in regions of the world that experience water scarcity 
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(Hamlett et al., 2011; Maimon et al., 2017; Mataix-Solera et al., 2011). Finally, oil contamination 

either through direct oil spills or hydrocarbon seepage from sedimentary basins can induce water 

repellence (Ellis & Adams, 1961; McHale et al., 2007b; Roy & McGill, 1998). Oil contamination 

is particularly difficult to remediate, with water repellence persisting for decades after 

contamination (Roy et al., 1999). For example, crude oil spill sites in Alberta, Canada have been 

unable to naturally rectify themselves after oil spills in Devon in 1947 and Bruderheim in 1982 

(Roy & McGill, 1998). These soils continue to be non-wettable and unable to support plant growth 

(Roy et al., 1999; Roy & McGill, 1998, 2000). 

Several structural and environmental properties influence the expression of water repellence in 

soils. Smaller, sand-sized grains tend to display the highest degree of water repellence, attributed 

the existence of gaps between grains and a higher organic matter content (Doerr et al., 1996, 2007; 

de Jonge et al., 1999; McHale et al., 2007a). Studies have also attempted to correlate changes in 

soil water content (e.g. Dekker et al., 2001; de Jonge et al., 2007; Leelamanie & Karube, 2007; 

Regalado & Ritter, 2006), and soil temperature (e.g. Doerr et al., 2002, 2007; de Jonge et al., 1999; 

Jordán et al., 2013; van Ommen et al., 1988), to different degrees of hydrophobicity but 

contradictory results suggest these processes are not fully understood.  

Concepts of Water Repellence 

Soil water repellence can be measured in the field and the laboratory using a range of water droplet 

methods. When a droplet rests on a surface, it will adopt a shape based on its volume and liquid 
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surface tension (γLV), and the surface properties influenced by the extent of their water repellence. 

For small droplets, of a size less than the capillary length (lc)  

lc=(γLV/ρg)1/2      (1) 

where ρ is the liquid density and g=9.81 ms-2 is the acceleration due to gravity, capillary forces 

dominate over gravity, creating a spherical cap shape. When the surface is granular, like soils, 

evaporation and infiltration of water into the pore structure may occur over time, with their relative 

importance determined by the wettability (Letey et al., 1962). If infiltration is more prevalent than 

evaporation, Water Drop Penetration Time (WDPT) measurements can be employed (Robichaud 

et al., 2008; Tessler et al., 2008). If droplets do not infiltrate rapidly, a contact angle (θ), may be 

measured from the side profile of a droplet. This method was adapted by Bachmann et al., (2000a) 

for use in characterising the wettability of soils, whereby monolayers of soil particles were fixed 

to a surface to capture the wetting properties through contact angle measurements on the interfacial 

layer. 

For an ideal simple solid with a flat surface, the interfacial tensions, γIJ, of the solid-liquid, solid-

vapour, and liquid-vapour interfaces determine the ideal contact angle, θe, described by Young’s 

Law (Eq.2) (Fig. 1a) (Young, 1832). 

     cos𝜃𝜃𝑒𝑒 = 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆− 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

     (2) 

The hydrophobic coatings on soil grains have different surface energies than the grains without 

a hydrophobic coating, influencing the action of the three-phase contact line shown in Fig.1. Grains 

with a lower surface energy coating than water will lead to a degree of water repellence (Roy & 
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McGill, 2002). Young’s Law, however, is only applicable to ideal solid flat surfaces (Leelamanie 

& Karube, 2012). Where the surface is rough, structured, or granular/porous, such as that created 

by soil grains, a droplet will interact (or wet) the structure in several different ways. The droplet 

may sit in a pure Cassie-Baxter state (Cassie & Baxter, 1944); suspended on the tops of the solid 

protrusions, bridging air pockets which are unfavourable for water penetration because of the 

interfacial forces (Fig. 1b). In this case, the contact angle increases beyond that created by the 

surface chemistry alone. The decreased contact of the droplet with the solid makes the droplet 

highly mobile, and this is known as a ‘slippy’ surface (Bachmann et al., 2006; Cassie & Baxter, 

1944; Quére et al., 2003). Where the droplet fully penetrates the surface structure maintaining 

complete contact of water with the solid, a Wenzel state is entered (Wenzel, 1936). This results in 

a pinned and immobile droplet, and the solid is deemed a ‘sticky’ surface (Fig.1c) (Dai et al., 2015; 

Quére et al., 2003; Wenzel, 1936). These effects can occur on biological surfaces i.e. sacred lotus 

leaves (Barthlott & Neinhuis, 1997; Neinhuis, 1997) and can be synthetically created through 

chemical alterations and the creation of micro- and nano-structures (Roach et al., 2008). They have 

also been observed in granular materials such as soils and sediments where studies have shown 

that changing grain size has some influence over the degree of water repellence, with smaller grains 

displaying more water repellence (Bachmann et al., 2000b; de Jonge et al., 1999). Surfaces that 

are observed to have extremely high static contact angles (above 150o) (Erbil et al., 2003), where 

static refers to the contact angle observed in a side profile directly after droplet deposition, and 

which move easily at low angles of surface tilt are referred to here as superhydrophobic. In these 
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concepts, a key assumption for a surface formed by grains is that the droplet does not lift the grains 

and coat itself due to capillary forces (i.e. a liquid marble effect does not occur (Aussillous & 

Quéré, 2001).   

As shown by the Wenzel state (Fig.1c), a high contact angle surface is not necessarily a slippy 

surface with good water shedding properties, where water shedding refers to the ease at which a 

droplet moves on a surface (via rolling or slipping) with minimal force (Quére et al., 2003). 

Excellent water shedding abilities can be achieved through low contact angle hysteresis 

irrespective of the absolute value of the static contact angle (see, Tao et al., 2020) and is typically 

seen when a droplet interacts with a surface in a Cassie-Baxter state where there is less solid-liquid 

contact (McHale et al., 2005). However, water shedding surfaces can also be created by exposing 

structured, rough or granular/porous hydrophobic surfaces to oil, to create bio-inspired Slippery 

Liquid Infused-Porous Surfaces (Wong et al., 2011) and Lubricant-Impregnated Surfaces (LIS) 

(Lafuma & Quéré, 2011; Smith et al., 2013). SLIPS/LIS technology aims to replicate the excellent 

slippery surfaces of the Nepenthes pitcher plant by taking inspiration from its nanostructures, 

lubricative surface chemistry, and hygroscopic nectar and applying it to synthetic materials, for 

purposes such as anti-biofouling and ice repellence (Bauer & Federle, 2009; Nosonovsky, 2011; 

Wang et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2013). In SLIPS an infused oil preferentially (compared to water) 

and completely wets the solid due to its surface chemistry, thus providing a continuous oil surface 

on which the water droplet rests (McHale et al., 2019; Wong et al., 2011). It remains possible to 

observe an (apparent) static contact angle, θapp, which for vanishingly thin layers of oil can be 
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predicted from a liquid form of Young’s law, but whose value decreases as the thickness of the oil 

increases (McHale et al., 2019; Semprebon et al., 2017). Since the water only ever contacts the 

immiscible oil (and not the solid), there is a lubricating effect reducing surface friction creating 

excellent water shedding abilities demonstrated by very small water droplet sliding angles, 

typically ≤5° for a droplet ≥2µL. (Fig.1d) (Wang et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2011). These sliding 

angles, and the observed contact angle hysteresis (albeit small), are then dependent on the 

thickness of the oil layer (Semprebon et al., 2017). A significant characteristic of these surfaces is 

their ability to lock-in and retain a thin oil layer (due to capillary forces from the surface chemistry) 

which cannot be displaced by water resulting in stable and long term water shedding properties 

(Bauer & Federle, 2009; Nosonovsky, 2011; Wang et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2013).  

Until now, the creation of SLIPS has never been proposed for soils or demonstrated in model 

hydrophobic soils. We hypothesise that exposing hydrophobic soils to oil can cause them to 

acquire enhanced water shedding properties without the need for the high contact angles required 

for a hydrophobic soil. This mechanism is analogous to that used by the Nepenthes pitcher plant 

to create a super-slippery surface which has been mimicked in materials science with Slippery 

Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces (SLIPS). We aim to identify a mechanism by which soils and other 

granular materials such as sediments can form SLIPS and how this will affect their water 

repellence and water shedding properties. We achieve this by replicating oil contamination on 

model hydrophobic soils and characterising these surfaces using water droplet contact angles and 

sliding angles.  
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Experimental Methods 

Preparation of model soils 

To create model soils we used monolayers of grains attached to a glass slide as outlined by the 

Bachmann et al., (2000a) method for performing the sessile drop method on soils. Silver grade 

general purpose silica sand (sourced from Fisher Scientific), silica silt (sourced from Fantasy 

Quartz Sand Supply) and Kaolin clay (sourced from American Elements) were sieved into grain 

size fractions shown in Table 1. Sand, silt and clay of different grain sizes were used to recreate 

the natural roughness, shape, and size of a soil surface as per Bachmann et al., (2000; 2013) for 

our model soils. This method was chosen over using glass spheres, another method of modelling 

hydrophobic soils. Previous works have used uniform glass spheres to model soils without any 

chemical or mechanical alterations to the surface, this tends to limit the contact angles of model 

soils as they remove the soil surface texture and high aspect ratio which are critical in creating 

extreme water repellence (McHale et al., 2007a; Shirtcliffe et al., 2004). To combat this some 

studies have applied chemical or mechanical action to the uniform glass spheres creating a degree 

of surface roughness (Ibekwe et al., 2019; Utermann et al., 2011). However, for this study, we 

preferred to use a natural material with surface roughness more reflective of the natural 

environment, rather than an artificially created synthetic analogue. 

Grains were cleaned as per Hamlett et al., (2013), they were first immersed in (3% v/v in water) 

HCl for 24 hours and rinsed with deionised water, then reimmersed in (3% v/v in water) HCl for 

three hours. The concentration of HCl was gradually increased to 30% and left for 1 hour before 
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being rinsed with deionised water, 5M KOH solution, and again with deionised water at 1:1 

grains:solution three times or until the solution ran clear. The grains were then reimmersed in (3% 

v/v in water) HCl for a further 16 hours before being rinsed with deionised water at a ratio of 1:2 

grains:water a minimum of 5 times or until the solution ran clear and dried at 100°C for 24 hours. 

The dried grains were hydrophobised by immersion in a bath of Grangers Footwear Repel (a non-

pore clogging siloxane-based hydrophobising agent) as per Atherton et al., (2016); Hamlett et al., 

(2013); McHale et al., (2007b) for 24 hours and dried at 70°C for 6 hours. This ensured the surface 

chemistry of all types of grains were uniform, by creating a nanometric coating of the siloxane-

based hydrophobising agent on each grain (independent of mineralogy) and that our model soils 

satisfied two of the key conditions for SLIP surfaces: i) the lubricating oil must wick into, wet and 

stably adhere within the substrate, and ii) preferential wetting by oil compared to water. Thus, the 

oil forms a completely wetting film on the model soil when in air and, in the presence of a droplet 

of water, this wetting film of oil is maintained between the model soil and the droplet. To allow 

for tilting experiments and to prevent the creation of liquid marbles the grains were fixed using a 

glass microscope slide coated with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) at a thickness of 5-7µm, 

measured by a stylus profilometer (Bruker DektakXT) (Fig.2). The PDMS mixture (10:1 elastomer 

to curing agent ratio) was degassed for 45 mins and then spun to the correct thickness for each 

grain size (Table 1) using a spin coater within 30 mins of degassing at 5000-6000rpm for 5 mins. 

Loose sand grains were sprinkled onto the PDMS surface and agitated by hand for 10 seconds to 

prevent clumping of grains then placed in the oven at 120°C for 5 hours to cure. Excess sand was 
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shaken off and the surface was rinsed with deionised water to prevent the formation of liquid 

marbles.  

The void fraction of the surface was measured using microscope images of each surface and 

inputting these images into a MATLAB code. The code is designed to find the void fraction of the 

image by creating a binary image before calculating the ratio of particles vs. pore space as the ratio 

of black to white space. The percentage void space for each of our surfaces is stated in Table 1. 

Oil impregnation 

Oil contamination was replicated by impregnating all hydrophobic samples with 20cSt silicone oil 

(Fig.2) made fluorescent for detection with the Laser Scanning Fluorescence Confocal Microscope 

(LSFCM) by dosing with a solution of Nile red at a 0.01% by weight ratio. Three scenarios of oil 

impregnation were modelled to represent different environmental conditions. Thick oil layers were 

used to simulate environments where excess oil has contaminated soil and filled all the pore spaces 

between the individual grains. Thin oil layers were used to simulate an environment where oil still 

penetrates all the spaces between the grains but leaves only a thin coating on the tops of the surface. 

The thinnest oil layers simulate an environment where all excess oil has drained away, leaving a 

conformal oil layer across each grain stabilised by capillary forces formed by the hydrophobic 

chemistry but with the limited filling of excess oil in the pore spaces. The dip coating was 

performed using a dip-coating machine (Fisnar F4200N) with adjustable and controlled 

withdrawal speeds with an accuracy of ±0.02mm s-1. The surfaces were fully immersed in the bath 

of silicone oil for 10 seconds before being vertically withdrawn at a set constant speed according 
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to the desired oil thickness as per Geraldi et al., (2019). The silicone oil preferentially coated the 

grains due to the hydrophobic chemistry and by controlling the withdrawal speed of the surface 

from the oil bath it was possible to control the oil thickness, with a faster withdrawal speed 

producing a thicker layer of oil (Landau & Levich, 1988; Seiwert et al., 2011). The thick oil layer 

was created by withdrawing the samples at 0.5mm s-1, the thin oil layer was created by withdrawing 

the sample at 0.1mm s-1, and the thinnest (or conformal), oil layer was created by withdrawing the 

samples at 0.1mm s-1 and suspending them for 24hrs to remove excess oil leaving only the thinnest 

possible thermodynamically stable oil layer. To measure the changes in oil thickness with 

increasing grain size as well as withdrawal speed, a Nikon A1 SHS Laser Scanning Fluorescence 

Confocal Microscope was used to measure the oil thickness (thick, thin and thinnest) on the four 

surfaces we created,  with median grain sizes of 15µm (phi 6.47), 77µm (phi 3.73), 231µm (phi 

2.12) and 533µm (phi 0.99).  

Water droplet contact angle measurements 

The apparent (static) water droplet contact angle, θapp, was measured using a Krüss Droplet Shape 

Analyser (DSA30) at ambient room temperature (20-25°C). Using the sessile drop method, a 10μL 

droplet of deionised water was placed on the horizontally mounted surface and a side-view image 

of the 2-dimensional profile of the droplet was taken (Fig.2). This was repeated 10 times per 

surface at different locations across the surface. The open source program PyDSA was used to 

analyse the images taken on the Krüss DSA30 to determine the θapp. The PyDSA OpenCV Canny 

edge detection function was used to detect the edges of the droplet and a fixed straight baseline 
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was used to measure the triple-phase point where the droplet makes contact with the surface 

(Launay, 2018). This multi-stage algorithm detected the edge between two threshold values while 

filtering noise to give a single smooth edge (Canny, 1986). This returned an array of coordinates 

showing where the edge was detected. The programme then performs an elliptical fit using the 

fitEllipse function in the OpenCV library which uses the Fitzgibbon direct least square fitting 

method to obtain these values, taking the contact angle from the tangent of the fitted ellipse and 

the baseline (Fitzgibbon et al., 1996; Launay, 2018).  

Water droplet contact angle hysteresis measurements 

Contact angle hysteresis (CAH) was measured using the advancing (θA) and receding (θR) contact 

angles of water droplets which shows the range of contact angles a droplet can take on a surface 

whilst the contact line remains stationary. A superhydrophobic surface will exhibit low hysteresis 

as the droplet easily de-pins from the surface. We measured the CAH on the hydrophobic surfaces 

before oil impregnation by increasing and decreasing the volume of water in the droplet until the 

contact line was observed to move (Fig.2). Measurements were recorded with the inbuilt video 

sequencing software on the Krüss DSA30 at 5 frames per second to capture the inflation and 

deflation of the water droplet. The advancing contact angle was measured by depositing a 6μL 

droplet on the surface and adding 10μL of water at 10μL/min into the droplet. The droplet was left 

to stabilise for 10 seconds before the receding angle was measured by withdrawing 10μL of water 

at 10μL/min. This was repeated 10 times at different locations across the surface.  
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The videos were then analysed using Image J. The advancing and receding frames were extracted 

from the full video by importing the frames into ImageJ and stepping through the video one frame 

at a time. For the determination of the advancing frame, the ‘zoom tool’ was used in ImageJ to 

focus on the contact point of the shadow graphed droplet. The frame at which the black pixel of 

the droplet advanced, or filled the white pixels of the background, was deemed to be the frame 

post θA. The frame prior is where θA was measured as the droplet will have assumed the largest 

angle possible on that surface before the inflation forced the droplet to grow in terms of droplet 

footprint. To measure θA the ‘angle tool’ in ImageJ was used. The baseline was placed at the bottom 

of the droplet (on the sample) and the angle fitted as a tangent to the side of the droplet where the 

black pixels turn to white pixels near the contact point. The same process was followed for θR, 

where the receding frame was determined by the retraction of the contact line, or where the black 

pixels of the droplet turn into white background. The CAH for the surface can then be calculated 

using Equation 3: 

∆𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶 − 𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅          (3) 

Due to the pinning of water droplets onto asperities of individual grains, some advancing and 

receding angles could not be measured (the number of data points excluded due to pinning for each 

grain size can be found in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, CAH on SLIPS with their 

highly mobile contact line with minimal pinning points are small (within contact angle 

measurement error) (Guan et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2011). For this reason, the SLIPS literature 
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focuses on sliding angle measurements for a defined droplet volume to characterise droplet 

mobility. 

Water droplet sliding angle measurements 

Water droplet sliding angles (θSA) were used to determine the water shedding ability of the 

hydrophobised surfaces before and after impregnation with silicone oil using the Krüss DSA30 tilt 

table. The θSA was measured as the substrate angle (where the surface is tilted from the horizontal) 

at which the water droplet unpinned from its position and began to move on the inclined surface 

(Cui et al., 2019) (Fig.2). The platform was levelled using a spirit level before tilting each surface. 

A droplet of 20μL was then deposited on the surface and slowly inclined at 0.2° per second until 

the droplet began to move. The sliding angle was measured on both the hydrophobic samples with 

no oil impregnation and each silicone oil impregnation scenario. 10 sliding angles were measured 

for each surface. The Krüss DSA30 proprietary software (DSA4), was used to determine the θSA 

within an error of ±0.2°. 

Results 

Fig.3a shows apparent, advancing and receding contact angles, and hence CAH, as a function of 

grain size. The CAH is the difference between the advancing (triangle) and receding (diamond) 

contact angles and the independently measured contact angle is shown as a dashed line in Fig.3a. 

The apparent contact angle of around 150° and a CAH of less than 10° shows that at median grain 

sizes of 15μm (phi 6.47), droplets are clearly in a superhydrophobic state. The overall trend shows 

apparent contact angle decreasing and CAH increasing with increasing grain size. 
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Sliding angles were also measured for these surfaces before oil impregnation (shown in Fig.3b). 

Small sliding angles were observed at the lowest grain size with sliding angles increasing as grain 

size increased. This trend shows that droplets at low grain sizes are highly mobile, which is 

consistent with the low CAH and high apparent contact angles at low grain sizes in Fig.3a. The 

inset images in Fig.3b show the maximum recorded angle before water droplets slide on our model 

hydrophobic soils. The low sliding angle at the smallest grain size and the retention of the droplet 

on the near-vertical surface at the highest grain size dramatically illustrates the concepts of ‘slippy’ 

and ‘sticky’ surfaces we introduced in the Concepts of Water Repellence section. Fig.3b also shows 

a plateau in sliding angle on median grain sizes 58-275µm (phi 4.47-1.87) where the droplets are 

in neither a pure Cassie-Baxter nor a Wenzel state. 

Fig.4a shows apparent contact angles of water on our model hydrophobic soils, after 

impregnation with oil and then allowing the oil to drain to the thinnest possible layer as a function 

of grain size. The inset images show droplets of water with similar contact angles of between 86o 

and 98° across the full range of grain sizes. These images can be contrasted with the clear 

decreasing apparent contact angle with increasing grain size inset images in Fig.3a for the model 

hydrophobic soils before oil impregnation.  

Sliding angles were also measured for the oil impregnated hydrophobic model soils, shown in 

Fig.4b. At the lowest median grain size of 15μm (phi 6.47), the sliding angle of between 1o and 3° 

is lower than the superhydrophobic state for the model hydrophobic soil shown in Fig.3b. As the 

grain size increases the sliding angle also slowly increases, but it remains lower than the sliding 
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angles in the intermediate state for the model hydrophobic soils (shown in Fig.3b). The inset 

droplet images in Fig.4b show the maximum sliding angle on the model hydrophobic soils with 

the thinnest oil layer. The contrast in the maximum sliding angle between the inset images in 

Fig.3b and Fig.4b illustrates the significant increase in water shedding ability of the oil 

impregnated hydrophobic model soils, particularly at the higher grain sizes. The trends in Fig.4b 

are the same regardless of whether we consider the thinnest coating of oil or the thicker layers of 

oil. The water shedding ability of oil impregnated hydrophobic model soils remains strong even 

with the thinnest coating of oil.  

Because we used three different oil impregnation techniques on a wide range of grain sizes, our 

oil impregnation will result in different thicknesses of oil. We can envisage two possible extreme 

states, with the first being a conformal coating of individual grains, leaving gaps between the 

coated grains, and the second being a thick layer completely coating grains and filling the pores 

between them. However, there is also an intermediate state, with the possibility of a conformal 

coating of grains, but a partial filling of the pores between the grains. To investigate these 

possibilities, we performed LSFCM analysis on median grain sizes 15μm (phi 6.47), 77μm (phi 

3.73), 231μm (phi 2.12), and 533μm (phi 0.99), using the 3 oil impregnation techniques. We 

measured the average thickness of the oil between the grains on nine single points on all twelve 

oil impregnated hydrophobic model soils.  

Fig.5 shows the results of these measurements. For grain size 15μm (phi 6.47) the measured oil 

thicknesses were 0.85μm, 1.3μm and 3.1μm, which are all substantially smaller than the grain size 
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itself. The thick and thin oil coating scenarios show an increase in oil thickness with increasing 

grain size, approaching around 40% of the grain size. The thinnest oil coating reaches a maximum 

thickness of ~64μm between 231μm (phi 2.12) and 533μm (phi 0.99) median grain sizes 

representing 15-30% of the grain size. Figure 6a-c illustrates these changes for the 77μm (phi 3.73) 

median grain size. This corresponds to Fig.4b, which shows an increase in sliding angle from 1.5° 

to 10.25° as the oil coating thickness decreases. The red haze from the Nile red dye shows that in 

all cases the grains have a thin coating of oil across the entirety of their upper surface. This is 

consistent with the relatively low sliding angles recorded in all three cases. Figure 6d-f shows 

equivalent images for median grain sizes 15μm (phi 6.47), 231μm (phi 2.12), and 533μm (phi 

0.99), for the thinnest (conformal) coating of oil. The naturally rough/structured form of the surface 

(before the oil coating) is maintained, but each grain has a conformal coating of oil. Comparisons 

to Fig.4b show that the sliding angle remains below 10° up to the largest median grain size of 

533μm (phi 0.99) - for which the sliding angle increases to 14.4°.  

Discussion 

Superhydrophobic soils 

Our results show that before oil contamination soils composed of clay aggregates can exhibit 

superhydrophobicity, characterised by an apparent contact angle above 150° (Fig.3a). This 

supports the earlier works of  McHale et al., (2007a) who showed that a Cassie-Baxter wetting 

regime could exist in water repellent soils, and where this is extreme, has the potential to create 
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superhydrophobicity. For soils where studies have used either real soils consisting of a mixture of 

different grain sizes (Bachmann et al., 2006; Leelamanie et al., 2008) or where grain fractions as 

small as clay or clay aggregates were not isolated in grain size-dependent contact angle studies 

(Saulick et al., (2016), typical values of contact angles are reported in the range of 100-130°. 

Higher contact angles have been recorded in model soils, for example, Bachmann et al., (2013) 

measured contact angles of 140° using a small scale contact angle measurement technique, and Ng 

et al., (2016) reports angles up to 143° for silane treated soils. Contact angles of ≥150° have also 

been observed on structured surfaces composed of silica particles up to 10μm (e.g. Cao et al., 2009; 

Tsai et al., 2006) and on particle assembled surfaces where particle sizes range from the nanometric 

to hundreds of microns (e.g. McHale et al., 2005; Roach et al., 2008). We, therefore, attribute the 

high contact angle values recorded in this study, particularly for the smaller grain sizes, as arising 

from the topography of the sieved grains and their attachment to the substrate providing a high 

aspect ratio which amplified the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the surface chemistry. 

We also observed a shift in wetting regime on the hydrophobic surfaces, with apparent contact 

angles decreasing and CAH increasing with increasing grain size (Fig.3a), illustrating the shift 

between a ‘slippy’ Cassie-Baxter and ‘sticky’ Wenzel state. At lower grain sizes the droplet sits in 

a Cassie-Baxter state, with high droplet mobility because of the increase in the fraction of the 

water-air interface below the droplet. For larger grain sizes, the droplet begins to penetrate the 

surface structure, resulting in lower droplet mobility, due to more solid surface contact. This is 

consistent with observations of other soils (Doerr et al., 1996; de Jonge et al., 1999; Saulick et al., 
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2016) and synthetically created textured hydrophobic surfaces (Erbil et al., 2003; McHale et al., 

2005; Öner & McCarthy, 2000; Yeh et al., 2008).  

Although we rule out an effect of the mineralogy on the hydrophobicity of the grains due to the 

homogeneous surface chemistry created by the siloxane-based hydrophobising agent,  due to the 

topography of natural surfaces such as soils and sediments, which are much more complex and 

heterogeneous than the synthetic surfaces created in material physics, it is more likely that the 

droplet will be in neither a pure Cassie-Baxter nor a pure Wenzel state (Shirtcliffe et al., 2010). 

This is illustrated by the plateau in sliding angle between 58-275µm (phi 4.47-1.87) in Fig.3b, 

which we believe is caused by the droplet being in a partially penetrating wetting regime (Chang 

et al., 2009). 

Soils-based SLIPS 

Silicone oil can be expected to completely wet hydrophobic grains and will preferentially wet them 

compared to water (McHale et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2013). Therefore, we expect that droplets of 

water will always rest on the oil on our oil impregnated hydrophobic model soils and would not 

displace the oil layer. This also prevents the water droplet from interacting with the underlying 

grains to an extent dependent on the oil thickness as illustrated by the varying sliding angles on 

the three oil thickness scenarios (Fig. 4b). With this, we were able to create a soils-based SLIPS 

with all three thicknesses of oil characterised by sliding angles of less than 5o up to a median grain 

size of 231μm (phi 2.12). Despite the most efficient water shedding properties being observed on 

the thick and thin coatings of oil, sliding angles on the thinnest layer of oil are also extremely low 
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in comparison to the hydrophobic soil. This extreme water shedding ability on thin conformal oil 

layers is highlighted by the creation of SLIPS on median grain sizes up to 32μm (phi 5.50). 

Therefore, we conclude the significant improvement in water shedding ability of the hydrophobic 

oil impregnated soils seen in Fig.4b compared to that observed for the hydrophobic soils in Fig.3b, 

arises from the thin coating of oil on the grains stabilised by capillary forces from the surface 

hydrophobic chemistry. Until now, this phenomenon has only been observed in human-made 

materials and biological surfaces (Wong et al., 2011). Fig.4b further shows that increasing grain 

size results in an increase in sliding angle and we can therefore assume more force is required to 

move the droplet across the surface. Roughness and porosity are important factors for creating 

SLIPS, where the pores are sufficiently small, the lubricant (in this case silicone oil) can bridge 

the pores between the grains and provide a smooth slippery surface whereby water droplets cannot 

penetrate the structure (Niemelä-Anttonen et al., 2018). The increase in sliding angle with 

increasing grain size suggests that the oil is not thick enough to smooth the macroscale roughness 

of the model soils leading to partial penetration of the droplet to the structure (Tonelli et al., 2019). 

This is further supported by the LSFCM analysis (Fig.5 and Fig.6) which shows that oil thickness 

on the largest grain size does not exceed 40% of the grain size even for the thick layer of oil 

scenario.   

Current research on SLIPS focus on their use in material science and engineering by harnessing 

their water shedding and icephobic properties for purposes such as anti-icing in aviation (Tas et 

al., 2020), anti-wetting in biomedical devices (Wong et al., 2011) and anti-biofouling in marine 
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engineering (Keller et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2013). These impacts, however, have not yet been 

investigated in an environment where a SLIPS could occur in soils or sediment and prevent water 

infiltration to a greater extent than hydrophobicity. The extreme water shedding abilities of SLIPS 

are achieved without the need for high contact angles whilst also resisting adhesion of other 

substances such as ice and microbes. The impact of these properties will have important 

implications for soil science and wider Earth processes. For example, due to the stability of the 

thin oil layers, it is unlikely that repeated wetting cycles will remediate the water repellence and 

water shedding properties as is sometimes seen in other hydrophobic soils (Quyum et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, the stability of these surfaces, demonstrated by the creation of very thin conformal 

oil layers that are not removed by gravity or an immiscible liquid, highlights how little oil 

contamination is needed for these extreme water shedding properties to exist. This provides a 

possible mechanism for long-lasting water repellence in areas of oil contamination such as that 

seen at old oil spill sites in Alberta, Canada (Roy et al., 1999; Roy & McGill, 2000). Furthermore, 

our study shows that soil SLIPS could have important water shedding properties with micron-thick 

oil coatings which might go undetected in field studies. Such properties have the potential to 

impact other soil and sediment processes such as debris flow events, of which hydrophobic soils 

and sediments are susceptible, and potentially, wider sediment transport processes such as 

sediment fan formation.  
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Conclusion 

By creating a thermodynamically stable oil layer on model hydrophobic soils we show a potential 

mechanism for a surface to acquire water shedding properties. On these surfaces, the apparent 

contact angle does not need to take on the extreme values that must occur on extreme water 

repellent oil-free soils to have effective water shedding properties. Such oil coatings can occur 

through human activity, (e.g., oil spills), or natural processes, (e.g., hydrocarbon seepage from 

sedimentary basins). Because the oil preferentially wets the hydrophobic soil and is maintained by 

capillary forces, depletion of excess oil by water erosion may not remove even the thinnest coating 

of oil and may therefore maintain its water shedding properties. It is also the case that oil-coated 

grains may combine with a larger scale roughness/structure to create Cassie-Baxter states (water 

droplets are suspended on the structure) and Wenzel states (water droplets penetrate the structure) 

(McHale et al., 2019). These results have important implications for our understanding of soil 

mechanics where a soil may become contaminated with an oil We also believe the processes 

reported here, inspired by Nepenthes pitcher plant and their synthetic material analogues 

(SLIPS/LIS), may provide new mechanisms for hydrophobic and water shedding properties in 

shallow slope earth systems, including soil environments and other sedimentary and slope 

processes such as debris flows and sediment fan formation. 
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TABLES: 

Table 1. Grain sizes used in this study, with the corresponding grain size classification of 

Wentworth and the spin speed used for PDMS coating, PDMS thickness for each grain size and 

the % void space for the final surface.  

Grain 
Size 

Range 
(μm) 

Median 
Grain Size 

(μm) 

Median Phi 
Size (ɸ) 

Wentworth 
Conversion 

Spin 
Speed 

(rpm) for 
5mins 

PDMS 
Thickness 

(μm) 

% void 
space 

4-25 15 6.47 Clay 
Aggregates 

6,000 5 14 

9-54 32 5.50 Medium Silt 6,000 5 15 

32-63 58 4.47 Coarse Silt 6,000 5 19 

63-90 77 3.73 Very Fine Sand 6,000 5 19 

90-125 108 3.24 Very Fine Sand 5,000 6 17 

125-180 153 2.74 Fine Sand 5,000r 6 21 

180-212 196 2.35 Fine Sand 5,000 6 14 

212-250 231 2.12 Fine Sand 5,000 6 16 

250-300 275 1.87 Medium Sand 4,000 7 17 

300-355 328 1.61 Medium Sand 4,000 7 27 

355-712 533 0.99 Coarse Sand 4,000 7 27 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1. Four models of water interaction with different surfaces and corresponding droplet 

images (10µL). Panels a-d show a water droplet on a) a smooth flat surface with contact angle (θe) 

controlled by the solid-liquid (γSL), solid-vapor (γSV) and liquid-vapor (γLV) interfaces; b) a 

rough/structured surface with air in the gaps representing a Cassie-Baxter state and contact angle 

(θcb); c) a rough/structured surface with water penetration representing a Wenzel state and contact 

angle (θw) and d) a Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surface (SLIPS) state and apparent contact 

angle (θapp). The surface roughness/structure in the lower panels of b)-d) is caused by the granular 

nature of the hydrophobic surface.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic illustrating surface creation and characterisation techniques. Surfaces were 

created using sieved sand, silt and clay grains that were hydrophobised using a commercial 

hydrophobising agent and attached to a glass microscope slide using polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS). The hydrophobic oil-free surfaces were characterised by measuring the apparent contact 

angles (θapp), sliding angles (θSA), and advancing (θA) and receding (θR) angles to determine the 

contact angle hysteresis. Surfaces were then impregnated with silicone oil using three different 

withdrawal speeds. Oil impregnated samples were characterised by measuring the apparent contact 

angles (θapp) and sliding angles (θSA). 
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Figure 3. (a) Median advancing, receding and apparent contact angles on model hydrophobic soil 

(with standard deviation error bars, produced from 10 measurements per surface using a 10µL 

droplet). The inset images are a droplet on (from left to right): clay aggregates, fine sand and coarse 

sand (b) median sliding angles on model hydrophobic soil without oil impregnation (with standard 

deviation error bars, produced from 10 measurements per surface using a 20µL droplet). The inset 

images are a droplet on an inclined surface at the point of depinning on (from left to right): clay 

aggregates, fine sand and coarse sand. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Apparent contact angles on the thinnest oil layer (with standard deviation error bars, 

produced from 10 measurements per surface using a 10µL droplet). Inset images show a droplet 

on a conformal oil layer on (from left to right) clay aggregates, fine sand and coarse sand (b) 

median sliding angles of water droplets on oil impregnated surfaces (with standard deviation error 

bars, produced from 10 measurements per surface using 20µL droplets). Inset images show a 

droplet on a conformal oil layer at the point of depinning on (from left to right) clay aggregates, 

fine sand and coarse sand. 
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Figure 5. Oil thickness measurements taken on the Laser Scanning Fluorescence Confocal 

Microscope for the thinnest, thin, and thickest oil layer scenarios, for median grain sizes 15μm 

(phi 6.47), 77μm (phi 3.73), 231μm (phi 2.12) and 533μm (phi 0.99).  

 

Figure 6. Oil impregnated samples imaged on the Laser Scanning Fluorescence Confocal 

Microscope from top down (black and white image) and side profiles (black and red image). In 

the side profiles the bright red outline shows the shape of the individual grains, with the red haze 

showing the oil coating. White arrows indicate the thickness of the oil. Panels a-c show median 

grain size 77µm (phi 3.73) soils impregnated with a (a) thick oil coating (b) thin oil coating and 

(c) conformal oil coating. The lower panels show a conformal oil coating on median grain size (d) 

15µm (6.47), (e) 231µm (2.12), (f) 533µm (0.99). 
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Table S1. The number of excluded data points per surface due to no baseline change caused 

by pinning of the droplet on an asperity on the sand grains from 20 measurements. Adv is the 

number of advancing angles excluded from the dataset for each grain size and Rec is the 

number of receding angles excluding from the dataset for each grain size. 

 

 

Median 
Phi Size 
(ɸ) 

6.47 5.50 4.47 3.73 3.24 2.74 2.35 2.12 1.87 1.61 0.99 

Adv 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 
Rec 3 5 6 5 4 6 5 3 8 5 3 
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Table S2. Advancing and receding angles and apparent contact angles on model hydrophobic 

soil used to plot Figure 3 and contact angle hysteresis calculated by the difference between the 

advancing and receding contact angles. 

 

Phi 
Size (ɸ) 

Advancing 
Angle (°) 

Receding Angle 
(°) 

Contact Angle 
Hysteresis (°) 

Static Contact 
Angle without 

oil (°) 

Sliding 
Angle 

without Oil 
(°) 

6.47 155.76 (±4.56) 148.73 (±6.28) 3.58 (±5.98) 151.1 (±2.9) 12 (±5.46) 
5.50 151.72 (±7.1) 145.4 (±6.96) 6.47 (±4.33) 147.5 (±3.21) 24 (±3.22) 
4.47 149.23 (±5.05) 143.28 (±6.12) 7.05 (±4.43) 143 (±3.32) 43 (±12.43) 
3.73 143.85 (±5.7) 135.18 (±5.48) 6.56 (±4.47) 144.75 (±2.19) 42 (±4.65) 
3.24 144.52 (±3.79) 137.39 (±5.99) 7.44 (±5.22) 142.25 (±3.1) 44 (±3.58) 
2.74 140.81 (±4.58) 133.85 (±7.34) 5.98 (±10.67) 138 (±3.23) 47 (±7.54) 
2.35 143.28 (±5.62) 133 (±7.04) 9.75 (±4.5) 138 (±4.03) 39 (±4.89) 
2.12 138.58 (±4.95) 127.98 (±4.6) 10.86 (±4.8) 134.75 (±1.92) 43 (±6.66) 
1.87 140.77 (±5.07) 129.85 (±6.32) 8.99 (±7.09) 136.25 (±5.89) 42 (±4.08) 
1.61 136.54 (±5.99) 127.45 (±12.05) 7.77 (±11.21) 132 (±9.57) 60 (±16.7) 
0.99 125.88 (±8.01) 112.72 (±13.76) 20.01 (±11.21) 126 (±5.3) 77 (±13.13) 
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Table S3. Contact angles and sliding angles on model oil impregnated hydrophobic soil used 

to plot Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phi Size (ɸ) Static Contact 
Angle with oil (°) 

Sliding Angle 
Thinnest Oil (°) 

Sliding Angle Thin 
Oil (°) 

Sliding Angle 
Thick Oil (°) 

6.47 90.25 (±2.25) 3.2 (±0.75) 1.3 (±0.8) 0.85 (±0.5) 
5.50 91 (±2.36) 4.9 (±0.84) 4.4 (±2.87) 1.1 (±0.34) 
4.47 95.25 (±4.27) 8 (±2.21) 3.9 (±2.18) 1.25 (±0.5) 
3.73 93.5 (±3.32) 10.25 (±1.34) 5.95 (±2.96) 1.5 (±0.44) 
3.24 101 (±3.09) 8.5 (±2.75) 6.65 (±2.65) 1.35 (±0.1) 
2.74 95 (±3.84) 11.45 (±3.32) 10.35 (±4.59) 1.65 (±0.72) 
2.35 95.5 (±3.87) 10.8 (±2.8) 10.8 (±4.18) 3.1 (±1.32) 
2.12 91.5 (±4.48) 12.25 (±2.3) 14.4 (±4.04) 2.95 (±1.31) 
1.87 97.75 (±5.24) 12.95 (±3.31) 12.4 (±3.29) 6.3 (±1.21) 
1.61 86.25 (±6.02) 20.1 (±6.34) 18.2 (±6.67) 8.05 (±3.21) 
0.99 78 (±9.44) 21.6 (±4.84) 36.15 (±27.59) 14.4 (±8.04) 
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